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Letter from the President 
 

Dear GRACE Cares Supporters, 

 

It has been 13 years since Namaya and I began the work to make 

GRACE Cares a reality. Each year since then has been more 

successful and rewarding and 2013 was the best year yet. 

 

With the many years of community development experience between 

us and our board members and project coordinators we are so 

pleased that we can support technically and financially small 

programs, led by local heroes that make a big difference in their 

communities.  

 

Project Hearts in the Dominican Republic built a school this year with 

community help, volunteers from the US and funds from the 

Dorothea Haus Ross Foundation and US church groups. Now 200 

children have safe high school! The cost for the high school was only 

about $25,000. In Guatemala a documentary on Mayan Traditional 

medicine was made with volunteer help for only $1,000. These are 

only two examples of how far we are able to make our donor 

contributions go since we partner with local communities and work 

with many volunteers.  

 

GRACE provides a way for donors to be assured that the majority of 

their funds go directly to project expenses and that local people are 

involved in improving their communities. 

 

 

Thank you for your support, 

 

Zoe Kopp, 

President 

 

 
Board of Directors 
 
Zoe Kopp PhD, MPH,  
             President 
Vasu Vats,  MPH   
       Sec/Treasurer 
 
Mary Almas, MSc 
 
Justin Bullard, MSc 
 
Ellen Eiseman, MA 
 
Meghan McClain, 
MPH 
 
Sandy Wilcox, MA 
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GRACE Cares 2013 Annual Report 
 
In 2013 GRACE Cares worked hard to accomplish its mission in all aspects of its 
work:   
 
GRACE Cares’ mission is to partner with local heroes and communities on small-
scale community development projects that make a difference by empowering 
people to improve their lives.  We do this with respect to local cultures and 
traditions.  This is accomplished by helping to build healthy, educated, just, 
peaceful and productive communities.  GRACE Cares provides expertise, funding, 
and support for health, education, peace and social justice, cultural preservation, 
and economic development projects.  
 

Growth:  Project Hearts has grown into a well-established Non-Governmental 
Organization and is now offering a diverse array of services to empower community 
members. 
 

Resources:  In Guatemala the Traditional Medicine project made the 
documentary: Medicine in the Infinite Path of the Mayan Culture 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJgW7Y5_jHQ) which features interviews 
with Mayan healers 
 

Action:  In Chile the B4 Peace Art Initiative developed a multimedia show, 
installation and peace arts workshop entitled Memoria. Hablar. Dignidad.40 to 
show respect to the memories of those who have fought for human rights in Chile 
and to inspire the participants to speak up for human rights now. Watch this at: 
http://www.gracecares.org/b4peace/ 
 

Community:  The Lucknow Project in India in addition to working on its 
education program in 6 schools has started a Community Initiative that is led by a 
group consisting of 7-10 members from each community in Amethi. Together they 
manage a small fund to help pay for marriages, funeral rites, birth certificates, 
hospitalization for critical illness, and other official ceremonies or emergencies, for 
those who cannot afford to do so themselves. 
 

Empowerment:  TROLL Trust empowers children by helping them learn 
computer skills through vocational training, and by supplying medical and 
nutritional supplies. The philosophy of Empowerment is key to all GRACE Cares 
projects. 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJgW7Y5_jHQ
http://www.gracecares.org/b4peace/
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PROJECT HEARTS 
 
BACKGROUND 

Project Hearts is a Dominican Republic based non-profit organization 
founded in 2011 with the help of GRACE Cares.  In the past two years, Project Hearts 
has grown in their philosophy of community development and the ability to analyze 
critical needs and strategies for improvement. 

 
In the past, Ruben Ottenwalder, Director, and his team of volunteers found 

themselves “putting out fires” of community needs vs. assessing, planning with 
community leaders, and developing pro-active steps of improvement.  The 
organization is now proactively involved in various communities in the very rural 
and impoverished municipality of Baitoa, Santiago, working to assist families to 
improve education, health, and economic development.  We have found this 
sustainable model extremely effective and efficient in empowering communities to 
help themselves. 

 
Project Hearts had an exciting year of partnerships, opportunities, and 

learning from our communities.  We have learned to focus on critical needs and 
sustainability.  In the process, we have restructured our efforts from giving “hand-
outs” to “hand-ups”.   It is amazing to see the impact on families as a result of this 
minor shift of thinking. 

 
As a result of feedback from the communities in Baitoa that we serve, we have 

restructured our primary pillars of service to include Health, Education, and 
Economic Development.  As these pillars were only established in the middle of this 
year, we have not yet fully addressed all of them, but are making progress.   

 
THE THREE PILLARS OF PROJECT HEARTS 

 
We are very excited about our plans for next year and would appreciate any 

input. 
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This year, Project Hearts moved into an office space in the heart of the Baitoa 
community.  We have also updated our Board of Directors to include many local 
professionals who are willing to serve Project Hearts and be part of our strategic 
planning and implementation.  As a result, Project Hearts has seen incredible 
outcomes and is excited about their plans for 2014. 

 

EDUCATION 
Project Hearts was fortunate to receive a grant from the Dorethea Haus Ross 

Foundation this past summer, in order to build the Dona Maria High School in San 
Jose Afuera.  In this very rural area of the Dominican Republic, the literacy rate is 
28% due to a variety of socio-economic and resource issues.  Prior to the 
construction, 5 teachers were teaching 166 students for 4 hours per day.  25 Students 
were on a waiting list, as there was neither space nor enough teachers for them.  The 
1,360 square feet of classroom space was merely a slab cement floor and rusting zinc 
roof supported by logs.  There were no doors, windows, running water, toilets, or 
enough school supplies.  With local labor and local and international volunteers, 
Project Hearts finished construction during the summer recess, and a new school 
was available to the community for the opening day of class in September.  The 
school now has an extra 400 s.f. of classroom, storage, and meeting space. 

 

            
Building the Dona Maria School 

 
HEALTH 

In response to expressed family frustrations with affordable, accessible 
healthcare, Project Hearts has developed a Community Health Leadership (CHL) 
program in five communities of Baitoa.  The program began as a partnership with 
GRACE Cares and Christian Medical Mission to bring health services provided to 
each individual community. Volunteer participation from short-term nursing, public 
health and medical student groups from the United States have advised and assisted 
in our operations.   

 
Two volunteers, Meghan McClain, MPH and Jewel Scott, ARNP were  here for 

four months each to lead the training of the Community Health Leaders.  Two local 
volunteer leaders in each community were trained in identification, prevention, and 
treatment of common illnesses and chronic diseases.  Training also consists of 
nutrition, water purification, family planning, confidentiality, and referrals to local 
resources.  These leaders then schedule to meet with their neighbors assessing family 
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needs, providing education, and treatment of minor medical issues.  The leaders are 
also instrumental in teaching their communities the importance of using water filters 
for all drinking water and making them available throughout the neighborhood. 

 
Since the start of the project in June, the group has met weekly to learn 

communication skills, leadership principles, and health education. The initial 
modules focused on water and sanitation to train the leaders on how to purify river 
water or rain water prior to consumption, how to break the network of 
contamination, and the importance of hygiene for the prevention of illnesses.  
Additional trainings focused on women’s health, nutrition, and the prevention and 
treatment of chronic diseases such as anemia, hypertension, and diabetes, using 
nutrition principles.  There are additional future modules planned for first aid and 
tropical diseases, such as dengue and cholera.  After completing a community 
assessment the community health leaders are now in the active education phase, 
where they are conducting home visits weekly to share what they have learned with 
their neighbors.  To date they have completed over 50 home visits in 5 different 
communities, and have conducted 6 informal group education chats, known as 
charlas, in their communities. This year we also responded to the need for safe, clean 
drinking water in Baitoa with our water filter program.  Clean drinking water, 
combined with good sanitation practices, will eliminate many of the diarrheal 
illnesses that are endemic in the country.  We have partnered with AquaPure filters, 
to distribute water filters to the households of Baitoa for a very affordable price.  One 
of the many benefits of this filter is that residents can use whatever water is available, 
whether from the river, rain or tap water, and the ceramic filter purifies it 99.9%! To 
date we have distributed 140 water filters. 

 
Thanks to our community health interns Meghan McClain and Jewel Scott for 

leading this program!  In addition, thank you to our generous partner, Surge for 
Water, for the needed boost to get this project off the ground. 

 

 
Director Ruben Ottenwalder and volunteer Jewel Scott   

with Wendy, a volunteer CHL, and her family 

 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Poverty is both a root cause and a barrier to health and education.  Many 
children cannot attend or finish high school due to lack of resources, transportation, 
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teen pregnancy, and employment. Gainful employment consists primarily of 
agriculture for those who have land.  Others lucky enough to work for landowners 
earn an average of $10 per day. This year Project Hearts created jobs for local adults 
primarily through the construction of the high school. Others received short-term 
employment when visiting groups from the United States for cooking, cleaning, and 
entertaining.  We have also been fortunate to have water filters donated by the Surge 
for Water Company that provides individuals with a stipend for each filter they 
distribute. 

 
Namaya, Zoe, and Ruben Ottenwalder and his family with a new safe and efficient stove 

 

FUTURE 
For 2014 Project Hearts plans to: 
 

 Work with a Peace Corp volunteer to help develop microenterprises: building safe 

and efficient stoves and improving small farms. 

 Expand its Community Health Leadership program from 5 to 10 communities and 

develop a new focused Healthy Children Program. 

 We will continue to host service volunteer trips to help build community buildings 

and homes for the needy. 

We are hoping you can help us raise $10,000 to start our micro-enterprise programs 
and $12,000 to support the Community Health Leadership program and building 
homes and community centers.  
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LUCKNOW PROJECT 

BACKGROUND 
The Lucknow Project has been hugely successful in improving the educational 

system of rural villages in India along with health and quality of life. Improvements 
to the education and health systems have led to broader community empowerment 
and the promise of a stronger future for the younger generations.  The Lucknow 
Project has allowed students to learn English quickly–a huge achievement for those 
who have never been exposed to a foreign language before.  

 
Overall, sanitation and health has improved exponentially. For example, they 

have learned the importance of filtering/boiling water to purify it, as well as the 
importance of cleaning vegetables and meats with this purified water. Thanks to the 
medical initiative, chronic illnesses are being taken care of, and medications are 
being provided to all who need them. The community has banded together to 
improve themselves as a whole, asking for our help with improving buildings and 
overall living conditions to ensure that they advance and progress as they should be 
doing. 

Currently, through donations, the project now funds six full-time, qualified, 
English teachers who maintain the curriculum year-round. Additionally, Afshan 
Nasseri travels to India every year to oversee the project as well as teach in the 
schools. 
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Lucknow Project students 

 
HEALTH 

The Lucknow Project has been expanded to include a Medical Initiative, 
overseen by Dr. Afshin Nasseri. Qualified American physicians provide a check up to 
each student at the schools, as well as the surrounding village community, free of 
charge. Dr. Nasseri also does a medical evaluation of the conditions at each school, 
to ensure that children are being housed and educated in a safe, sanitary, and 
healthy environment. The Lucknow Project and Dr. Nasseri are constantly recruiting 
any physicians who are willing to donate their time for this cause, and would be 
grateful for any donations from pharmaceutical donors in terms of basic medicines 
and ointments. 

 
Health checkups as part of the medical initiative 
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EDUCATION 

In 2006, after visiting her maternal grandfather’s ancestral village of Amethi, 
located in Uttar Pradesh, India, Nazeela Nasseri recognized the need of the children 
of Amethi to access basic education, shelter, and health care. The Nasseri family 
decided to take action, and Nazeela began traveling to India annually and spending 8 
weeks over summer vacation teaching English in the school for girls in Amethi. 
Along with English lessons, she began providing students with basic school supplies. 
By 2008 what had started with the Ummesalma School had grown into the Lucknow 
Project and included two other schools, the Noor-ul-Anwar School and the M. 
Jeevan School.  In 2010 Ms. Nasseri traveled to Lucknow with her grandfather and 
family to oversee the integration of the Almighty Cambridge Academy into the 
Lucknow Project Intensive English Program. Upon evaluation of the 500 students 
prior English knowledge, an adapted curriculum was developed for the two English 
teachers to use at the School. 
  

In March, Afshan (Nazee’s younger sister – a high school students went to 
India for three weeks and worked with three of the schools. After evaluating the 
schools, it has been brought to attention that 1) The teachers’ salaries needed to be 
increased 2) The teaching styles must be changed 3) More visits are required during 
the year. Firstly, the teachers are underpaid and are unable to meet their daily needs.  
Secondly, the teaching needs to be more interactive and based off of positive 
reinforcement. Some students are not aware of the potential that education can bring 
to one’s life and do not seem engaged during the normal classes; however, when 
taught with an interactive technique, the students seemed more passionate to learn. 
Lastly, in order to establish this new teaching style, the teachers need to be taught 
this style as well as supported by people whom are familiar with it. 

 
Education is the key to breaking the cycle of poverty, illiteracy, and disease 

that plagues children in the villages of India. Since 2006, Project Founder Nazeela 
Nasseri has traveled to Amethi, India to teach English, initially during summer break. 
Now, her sister, Afshan Nasseri, 16 years old, has taken over the responsibility of 
Project Director. They have collected basic school supplies and want to continue 
their lessons year round. 

 
Through  donations and the help of GRACE Cares and the Nasseri family, the 

small project has grown into a number of initiatives serving the entire community.  
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In 2013 we helped approximately 3000 school age students, 70/30 female/male 
across five schools in the area and the surrounding community.  Thanks to various 
teachers we have hired and community members we work with, we can work year-
round to provide English and financial education, maintenance of school facilities, 
annual health care clinics, and community aid and empowerment. 
 
 

COMMUNITY 
In 2009 and 2010 the Lucknow Project began to look at community-wide 

empowerment as a means of improving the quality of life in the area, which would in 
turn lead to higher numbers of children being sent to school. The community 
initiative is led by a group consisting of 7-10 members from each bloc or constituency 
in Amethi, that manages a small fund to help pay for marriages, funeral rites, birth 
certificates, hospitalization for critical illness, and other official ceremonies or 
emergencies, for those who cannot afford to do so themselves. Each area of the 
village is equally represented in the group of leaders, to ensure appropriate and fair 
apportionment of the funds in this category. 
We are now looking to build a center for single mothers and widows (about 15 
families) in order to create a stable lifestyle for them. This community center will 
consist of 7 rooms: a kitchen, kids room, sewing room, and 4 living areas. This center 
will allow the women to help each other with cooking and taking care of children, 
while others create a shared income through tailoring, a skill which is in demand in 
Amethi.  In 2013, we began to plan for the women’s community center. 

 
Community empowerment is the key to raising literacy rates in the area and 

raising the average marriage age/full school matriculation of girls. Thus, we ensure a 
healthy community by providing an annual health clinic and necessary medications, 
an educated community by maintaining schools for 3000 children and hiring 
English teachers to keep these children up to par with their urban counterparts. We 
provide educational seminars for parents and encourage an active community. We 
engage community leaders to ensure fair apportionment of funds available for 
community needs.  We do this through fundraising, onsite time commitments, and 
continuous oversight of the program.  The Lucknow Project consists of the 
Educational Initiative, Health Initiative, and Community Initiative. 
 

FUTURE 
Lucknow is a vastly successful project and its continuation depends on donors 

like you to fund this important and life-changing progress. Donations fund teacher 
salaries, school maintenance, boarding and school fees for needy and orphaned 
children, and community needs. In addition we welcome medical supplies, 
equipment, and medication donations for the community health project.  Computers 
for the schools, generators, school supplies, and books are also appreciated. 

 
To continue our program each year we need $15,000 and to begin 

construction of the Community Center we need $10,000. Thanks for consideration 
in helping us. We also welcome volunteers and Interns to travel to India and for 
others who wish to volunteer from the comfort of your home we need you, too! 
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TRADITIONAL MAYAN MEDICINE 
 
BACKGROUND 

In Guatemala the two predominant health systems are the official or “formal” 
and the Mayan Traditional system.   The traditional Mayan medicine system is still 
the most widely used for the prevention and cure of the community’s illnesses, with 
special attention on common illnesses in the Mayan Highland area. However, in the 
21st century, it is very hard for the practitioners of traditional Mayan medicine to be 
recognized and be able to practice in an integrated way with the western/formal 
medical system.  

 
In this Guatemalan Project, the project founder Dr. Anabella Perez, is 

researching Mayan traditional medicine to contribute to its use as an integral way to 
help communities heal. As a medical doctor and medical anthropologist, Dr. Perez, 
who works in the Mayan area of Guatemala wants to help preserve the tradition of 
Mayan healing and spread information about it both within and outside of 
Guatemala.         

 
Mayan traditional medicine Ceremony  

2013 
  2013 has been a very successful year for us. With help of volunteers and 
Mayan Healers we were able to complete a documentary on Mayan Traditional 
Healing:  ‘’Medicine in the Infinite Path of the Mayan Culture’’ that shares the 
experience of the Mayans by reflecting and exploring their culture. 
 

This video is 45 minutes and the opinion of the indigenous people that viewed 
it said it was informative and it would benefit the mental health of the community’s 
people. In 2014 the documentary will be disseminated within Guatemala. In 2014 we 
hope to translate the video into English. 
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Please click on this link to watch the video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJgW7Y5_jHQ 

 
 
 

Locally, Dr. Perez is supporting the healers/ spiritual guides of the Boca Costa area 
of Sololá, in Aldea Xejuyup and Nahuala. GRACE Cares donations were used to help 
sponsor meetings to solve community problems with infections, infestations with 
coffee and corn crops. We provided equipment including tables and chairs to enable 
community meetings to be held. To coordinate activities a healing calendar has been 
created in 5 Mayan languages. 
 

. 

 
Dr. Anabella Perez meeting with a traditional Mayan healer 

 

FUTURE 
In 2014, with your support the project hopes to:  
 

 Produce an English translation of the documentary on Mayan Healing and 

also to do a short version in Spanish. 

 To help sustain the group of Mayan healers we hope to open a small store to sell the 

necessary supplies for ceremonies and health supplies and to start a medicinal 

garden. This will help reduce costs for the practitioners and therefore their patients. 

Creating a store and garden would allow the healers to lower the costs of their 

work.  This will cost about $23,000. 

 Creation of a workshop to allow priests to spread knowledge of traditional 

ceremonies.  Expected cost around $207. 

 Presentations of the documentary in local communities.  Expected cost $100.00. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJgW7Y5_jHQ
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TROLL TRUST 
 

BACKGROUND 
Many children in southeast India live in impoverished communities with little 

opportunity for education, good nutrition, and a safe and secure living environment. 

The TROLL Trust supports the needs of 400 children in 5 separate orphanages as 

well as children of day laborers in the Vellore area and children living in the streets 

of Vellore. One of the orphanages provides care for 80 deaf and handicapped 

children and helps to prepare them with vocational training. 

 
 
EDUCATION 

TROLL Trust works with volunteers from the CMC Hospital in Vellore, India 

who serve as administrators and distributors of funds. We have been able to provide 

new school uniforms and school supplies such as notebooks and pencils on an 

annual basis. 

 

One of the most exciting purchases was four computers to aid in the children’s 

vocational training, an important step for their future.  Helping the children to learn 

valuable computer skills through vocational training has been identified as one way 

to create long-term sustainability. 
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HEALTH 

We have also distributed hygiene and dental supplies to ensure good health 

for the students. As many of the children subsist on meager diets, TROLL Trust has 

funded ongoing distributions of high-nutrition food supplements. 

 

FUTURE 

 
In 2014, Troll Trust hopes to continue providing basic needs to the needy children of 
Vellore. If additional funds are possible they hope to buy 16 computers to start a  
technical training program. They are trying to raise $20,000 for this. 
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B4 PEACE ART INITIATIVE 
GRACE Cares believes it is important to promote arts and educations projects 

that develop individual and community awareness on the importance of peace 
starting within each individual. We help communities look at how they can bring 
peace to their lives through daily acts of kindness. Many communities, including 
one’s GRACE is working in already, are being affected by violence. We have joined 
with Namaya Productions and formed the B4 Peace Art Initiative to hold art 
installations, performances and peace art workshops. 

 
MEMORIA. HABLAR. DIGNIDAD. 40 

The B4 Peace Team was invited by the Villa Grimaldi a Peace Park in Santiago, 
Chile to design with them an event that would memorialize the 40th anniversary of 
the Pinochet coup and the individuals who were imprisoned, tortured and died while 
fighting for human rights. We developed a multimedia show, installation and peace 
arts workshop entitled Memoria. Hablar. Dignidad.40  The purpose of the 
installation show opening ceremony and workshop was to:  show respect to the 
memories of those who have fought for human rights in Chile (Neruda, Victor Jara, 
Violeta Parra, etc) – to inspire the participants to speak up for human rights now – 
so there can be a future of dignity for all. We designed  a  Chilean Tower of Heroes of 
Human Rights, display the 100 Flowers banners to show unity with human rights 
issues across the globe, create an opening ceremony with dance and music using 
Chilean and Mapuche performers and work with their educational team to provide a 
peace art workshop. The opening ceremony was held on the solstice December 21, 

2013 and the art remained in place until January 21, 2014.      
                                    

                       
Performance of Memoria. Hablar. Dignidad. 40 

 
The Peace Park is an internationally recognized site of conscience built on the 

grounds of a former center of torture of the Pinochet regime and is dedicated to 
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helping to heal the wounds of the past and educates people on human rights 
(www.villagrimaldi.cl).  

 
Thank you to all who donated to help GRACE accomplish this project.  We 

believe that this international event to commemorate Chilean heroes was able to 
open a dialog on peace and human rights that made issues of peace and human 
rights more accessible through arts and helped people to see that in their daily life 
they can make a difference.                                           

CLEARWATER FESTIVAL             

 The B4 Peace team took our mobile Peace Art Gallery to the Clearwater 
Festival in Croton-on Hudson, NY.  Our mobile Peace Art Gallery is made up of 
projects such as The Inevitability of Peace, the 100 Flowers of Peace banners, The 
Peace Heroes Tower, Pentagon Man, Witness: Journey to Peace, and many more.  
We encourage and hope that communities will invite our mobile Peace Art Gallery to 
their community!             

                                                                        
FUTURE 

 B4 Peace plans to: 

 Have its mobile Peace Art gallery and workshop visit four locations to educate the 

public: 

o Brattleboro, VT partnering with the United Congregational Church and 

School for International Training. 

o Burlington, VT partnering with Veterans for Peace and the Peace and  Justice 

Center. 

o New York City partnering with NYC Peace Museum on the Universal Peace 

Day ceremony in Union Square. 

http://www.villagrimaldi.cl/
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o the Clearwater Festival in Croton-on-the-Hudson, NY where we will partner 

with the music festival started by Toshi and Pete Seeger 36 years ago to clean 

up the Hudson River. 

 

 Develop a video installation of the 100 Flowers of Peace poem in 105 languages 

which can be distributed freely to peace centers around the world. 

 

 Prepare its mobile art gallery for joining the Fellowship of Reconciliation (the oldest 

interfaith peace organization in the US) of celebrating its 100th anniversary in several 

locations around the US.  

 Develop with our Algerian partners a peace art event in 2016 which helps bring 

reconciliation in the post Arab Spring era. 

These activities, which reach thousands, cost only $20,000. 
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In 2013 GRACE Cares had a total of $55,958 in donations a balance forward 
from 2012 of $16,648 for a total operating budget of $72,606. We are grateful for 
$25,492 in individual donations, $15,645 in corporate donations and $15,000 in 
grant funding. 

  
Our total expenditures in 2013 was $63,747. We are proud to say that $58,692 

of our income went to programs. That is, 92% of expenditures went directly to our 
programs. The remainder of expenditures, $4,975 was for administration (phone, 
communications, bookkeeping, office supplies, etc) and $80 for fundraising.  

 
Our detailed financial review is available upon request at: 

info@gracecares.org. 
 
Due to our great numbers of volunteers and the donation of office space we 

continue to be able to keep our administrative expenses low. GRACE has no full-time 
paid staff the Project Director volunteers her time and our paid office manager works 
only one day a week. 
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We are thankful for our donors in 2013: 
 
Individual Donors 

Abbey Bower 
Alan Davis 
Angelique Fernandez 
Anthony Sulmonte 
Barbara Riegel 
Beth Bell 
Blake Hand 
Burton Bell 
Champe Smith 
Charlotte Bracey 
Christopher Evans 
Crisilda Garcia 
Cristobal Garcia 
Dana Fitzsimmons 
Dayna Parker  
Dean Gallea 
Diane Schwartz 
Dorothy Goldberg 
Ellen Eiseman 
Francis Lutz 
Geneva Pinckney 
Gergana Zlateva 
Glenn Simmonds 
Helen Wagner 
Holy Family Knights of 
Columbus 
Inner Compass, LLC 
Isaac Springer-Goldberg 
Jaclyn Giancola 
James Ragusa 
James Wade 
Jon Thatcher 
Joseph Leone, Jr 
Jules Carmel 
Katherine Hymel 
Kathy Nasseri 
 

Kelly Reiser 
Kimberley Marshall 
Lawrence S. Hamilton 
Lisa O'Brien 
Lori Schreier 
Louis Feaman 
Margaret Stofsky 
Maria Bruno 
Maria Heller 
Mary Almas 
Merlin Hymel 
Molly O'Brien-Foelsch 
Nicole Donecker 
Nina Hersher 
Pamela & Peter Richardson Gallant 
Renee Juhl 
Roger Gillette 
Sandra Wilcox Kuritsky 
Sarah Cruce 
Schwartz & Vanderblik 
Scott Murray 
Seema Haider 
Sharey Caire 
Sonia Diaz 
St. Joseph's Abbey 
Steve Gibson 
Susan B. Kahn 
Susan Greene 
Susan Zoe Kopp 
Tamara Evans 
T. Namaya 
Val Leishman 
Vasudha Vats 
William Preziosi 
Yanella Parra 
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Foundations 
Dorothea Haus Ross 
 

Corporations 
Pfizer, Inc 
Soros, Inc 
 

Volunteers 
Arian Almas 
Esther Brandon 
Jules Carmel 
Dean Gallea 
Jaclyn Giancola 
Roger Gillette 
Isaac Springer-Goldberg 
Thibault Gislais 
Nina Hersher 
Zoe Kopp 
Val Leishman 
Meghan McClain 
T. Namaya 
Yanella Parra 

Amazon Smiles 
 
Amazon Smiles is a simple and 
automatic way to donate to 
GRACE Cares with NO cost to 
you!! 
  Amazon donates 0.5% of the 
price of your purchase to the 
selected organization.  Click on 
link below & select GRACE Cares 
Brattleboro, VT: 
https://org.amazon.com/npo/sear
ch?q=GRACE%20Cares%20brattl
eboro&p=1 
 

BEQUESTS 
 
You can now leave a donation 
to GRACE Cares in your will.  
 
Thanks to those who have 
designated a bequest in 2013: 
 
Dean Gallea 
Susan B. Kahn 
Zoe Kopp 
T. Namaya 

https://org.amazon.com/npo/search?q=GRACE%20Cares%20brattleboro&p=1
https://org.amazon.com/npo/search?q=GRACE%20Cares%20brattleboro&p=1
https://org.amazon.com/npo/search?q=GRACE%20Cares%20brattleboro&p=1
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Founders and volunteers at The Clearwater Festival 

 

Volunteer: 
Volunteering can take on any form.  You can help with social media, writing grant 
proposals, or even help put on one of our many awesome events!  Internship 
opportunities are also available!  Contact info@gracecares.org if interested. 

 
Donate: 
We appreciate any and all donations.  Just $5 can make a difference.  92 cents of 
every $1 goes directly towards our programs.  Means of donations can include: 
• Stocks or bonds with GRACE Cares 
• A grant through your family foundation or donor advised fund 
• A charitable gift annuity 
• Name GRACE Cares as a beneficiary in your will, life insurance policy, or 
retirement account 
• Or simply donate via check or Paypal.
 
 
 

mailto:info@gracecares.org
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GRACE Cares founder T. Namaya, Project Hearts founder Ruben Ottenwalder, 
Zoe Kopp GRACE’s President & co-founder, and Ruben’s family with a safe stove. 
 
GRACE Cares is an IRS 501(c) tax-exempt public charity.  To make a donation, 
please write a check to GRACE Cares and mail to: 
 
GRACE Cares 
773 Guilford Street 
Brattleboro, VT 05301 
 
Or donate by Paypal on our website.  Simply go to  www.gracecares.org/donate  

http://www.gracecares.org/donate

